Cell Death and Cancer Therapy: Don't Forget to Kill the Cancer Cell!
In our current age of targeted therapies, there is understandably considerable attention paid to the specific molecular targets of pharmaceutical intervention. For a targeted drug to work, it must bind to a target selectively and impair its function. Monitoring biomarkers of the impaired target function can provide vital in vivo pharmacodynamic information. Moreover, genetic changes to the target are often the source of resistance to targeted agents. However, for the treatment of cancer, it is necessary that the therapy not only provide efficient binding and inhibition of the target, but also that this intervention reliably kills the cancer cell. In this CCR Focus section, four articles make the connection between therapies that target T-cell activation, autophagy, IAP proteins, and BCL-2 and the commitment of cancer cells to cell death. Before addressing those exciting classes of targeted therapies, however, an overview is provided to discuss cell death induced by what is arguably still the most successful set of drugs in the history of medical oncology, conventional chemotherapy. See all articles in this CCR Focus section, "Cell Death and Cancer Therapy."